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DIHEDRAL SIEVING PHENOMENA
SUJIT RAO AND JOE SUK
Abstract. Cyclic sieving is a well-known phenomenon where certain interesting polynomials, especially q-
analogues, have useful interpretations related to actions and representations of the cyclic group. We propose
a definition of sieving for an arbitrary group G and study it for the dihedral group I2pnq of order 2n. This
requires understanding the generators of the representation ring of the dihedral group. For n odd, we exhibit
several instances of dihedral sieving which involve the generalized Fibonomial coefficients, recently studied by
Amdeberhan, Chen, Moll, and Sagan. We also exhibit an instance of dihedral sieving involving Garsia and
Haiman’s pq, tq-Catalan numbers.
1. Introduction
The cyclic sieving phenomenon was originally studied by Reiner, Stanton, and White in [8] in 2004 and
has, since then, led to a greater understanding of the combinatorics of various finite sets with a natural cyclic
action. In particular, cyclic sieving allows one to count the fixed points of a cyclic action on a finite set through
an associated generating function. These generating functions often appear in other contexts, such as the
generating function for permutation statistics related to Coxeter groups and as the Hilbert series of interesting
graded rings. Proofs of cyclic sieving also tend to have interesting connections with representation theory.
We start by precisely defining cyclic sieving:
Definition 1.1. [cyclic sieving phenomenon] Let X be a finite set, Xpqq be a polynomial with nonnegative
integral coefficients, and Z{nZ be a cyclic group of order n with a group action on X . Let ωn : Z{nZ ãÑ C
ˆ
be the map defined by m ÞÑ e2πmi{n. Then, we say the triple pX,Xpqq,Z{nZq exhibits the cyclic sieving
phenomenon if for all c P Z{nZ,
(1.2) |Xpqq|q“ωpcq “ |tx P X : cpxq “ xu|
As Xp1q “ |X |, Xpqq can be considered a q-analogue of the cardinality. Before discussing some classic
examples of cyclic sieving, we recall the definition of the q-binomial coefficient
“
n
k
‰
q
. First, let rnsq “ 1 ` q `
q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn´1 and let rns!q “ rnsqrn´ 1sq ¨ ¨ ¨ r2sqr1sq. Then, the q-binomial coefficient is defined as
(1.3)
„
n
k

q
:“
rns!q
rks!qrn´ ks!q
This is a rational function in q. It is not immediately obvious, but the q-binomial coefficient can also be shown
to be a polynomial in q with nonnegative integral coefficients. MacMahon’s q-Catalan number, defined similarly,
(1.4) Cnpqq :“
1
rn` 1sq
„
2n
n

q
is also a polynomial in q with nonnegative integral coefficients. For one proof, see Theorem 1.6 of [6].
Now, we discuss some examples of cyclic sieving given in the seminal paper [8]. All of these are cases where
the natural cyclic action of C on the set rns :“ t1, . . . , nu induces an action on some collection of subsets of
rns. One of these collections is the collection of non-crossing partitions: a partition of rns is non-crossing if its
blocks do not cross when drawn on a disk whose boundary is labeled clockwise with 1, 2, . . . , n. Sometimes the
action C ýrns is interpreted geometrically via rotations of a regular n-gon.
Example 1.5. Let C be a cyclic group of order n. Then, the following triples pX,Xpqq, Cq exhibit cyclic sieving
phenomenon.
(1) Let X “ tsize k multisubsets of rnsu and let Xpqq “
“
n`k´1
k
‰
q
.
(2) Let X “ tsize k subsets of rnsu and let Xpqq “
“
n
k
‰
q
.
(3) Let X “ tnoncrossing partitions of an n-gonu and let Xpqq “ Cnpqq.
(4) Let X “ tnoncrossing partitions of an n-gon using n´ k partsu and let Xpqq “ 1rnsq
“
n
k
‰
q
“
n
k`1
‰
q
qkpk`1q.
(5) Let X “ ttriangulations of a regular n-gonu and let Xpqq “ Cn´2pqq.
(6) Let X “ tdissections of a convex n-gon using k diagonalsu and let Xpqq “ 1rn`ksq
“
n`k
k`1
‰
q
“
n´3
k
‰
q
.
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Note that in case (6), Xpqq is a q-analogue of 1
n`k
`
n`k
k`1
˘`
n´3
k
˘
, a formula for the number of dissections of a
convex n-gon using k diagonals and in case (4), Xpqq is a q-analogue of Npn, kq “ 1
n
`
n
k
˘`
n
k`1
˘
, the Narayana
number which counts the number of non-crossing partitions of rns using n ´ k parts. Both of these are also
polynomials in q for virtually the same reasons their corresponding formulas Xp1q are integers. Also note that
case (6) is a specific example of case (5) where k “ n´ 3.
Every cyclic action can be equipped with a generating polynomial Xpqq to obtain an instance of cyclic sieving.
If we require Xpqq be of degree at most n ´ 1, then the choice of polynomial is unique. Thus, cyclic sieving
can be made ubiquitous. However, the interest and fascination of this subject stem from the fact that some of
these associated generating polynomials will arise in other contexts. In particular, those arising via q-binomials
or q-Catalan numbers are of particular interest and their importance is discussed in [9].
Typically, we have an educated guess for an appropriate cyclic sieving polynomial for a particular cyclic action
which has already been used in another context. Proving that a chosen polynomial produces an instance of cyclic
sieving often happens in two ways: via direct computation of the generating polynomial or an understanding of
the corresponding permutation representation. The following theorem is used in the latter way.
Defining sieving phenomena for other finite groups is a natural generalization for understanding other group
actions. For the case of abelian groups, or direct products of cyclic groups, a natural definition of polycyclic
sieving using a multivariate generating function was defined with accompanying instances, or examples, in [2].
In this work, we give a new definition of sieving phenomena for finite groups motivated by the representation
theoretic perspective of cyclic sieving provided above and apply this to the case of dihedral group actions. We
prove that the natural dihedral action in situations (1)–(5) in Example 1.5 have dihedral sieving for n odd. The
analogous generating polynomials we obtain for situations (1)–(4) are defined in terms of generalized Fibonacci
polynomials, first studied by Hoggatt and Long in [7], and their induced generalized Fibonomial coefficients,
recently studied by Amdeberhan, Chen, Moll, and Sagan in [1]. We find the generating polynomial for dihedral
sieving on the set of triangulations of a regular n-gon is related to Garsia and Haiman’s pq, tq-Catalan polynomial.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we will use the following notation.
Notation 2.1. Let C “ xcy be a cyclic group of order n. Let ω : C Ñ Cˆ be an embedding of C defined by
c ÞÑ e2πi{n. This can also be considered a 1-dimensional complex representation of C.
If V is a representation of a group G, we will use χV to refer to its character. If x P G, χV pxq is the value
of the character at x. If C Ă G is a conjugacy class, then χV pCq is the value of the character on C as a class
function. In the case where G “ GLN pCq, we use χV pdiagpx1, . . . , xN qq to denote the value of the character on
any diagonalizable element of GLN pCq having eigenvalues x1, . . . , xN .
We will first give an equivalent definition of cyclic sieving based on representation theory, which is more
suitable for adapting to other groups.
Definition 2.2. Let G be a group and let A be the set of isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional G-
representations over C. The representation ring of G with coefficients in Z is
ReppGq “ ZrAs{pI ` Jq
where ZrAs is the polynomial ring over Z freely generated by A, and I and J are the ideals
I “ ptrU ‘ V s ´ prU s ` rV squq
J “ ptrU b V s ´ rU srV suq
and rU s denotes the isomorphism class of a G-representation U .
We will often use the following facts about the representation ring of a group.
Fact 2.3. The representation ring ReppGq is a free abelian group with a basis given by isomorphism classes of
irreducible representations.
Fact 2.4. The map defined by
ReppGq
à
all conj.
classes in G
C
rV s χV
which sends an isomorphism class of a representation to its character (in the ring of conjugacy class functions
on G with pointwise multiplication), is an injective ring homomorphism whose image is the Z-span of characters
of irreducible representations.
The following theorem gives one definition of cyclic sieving based on the representation-theoretic perspective.
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Theorem 2.5 ([8, Prop. 2.1]). Consider a triple pX,Xpqq, Cq as in the setup of Proposition 1.1. Let AX be a
graded C-vector space AX “ ‘iě0AX,i having
ř
iě0 dimCAX,iq
i “ Xpqq. AX can be considered a representation
of C in which each c P C acts on the graded component AX,i by the scalar ωpcq
i. Then, pX,Xpqq, Cq has cyclic
sieving if and only if we have an isomorphism of C-representations AX – CrXs.
We can now state an equivalent definition of cyclic sieving based on the representation ring.
Theorem 2.6 ([8, Prop. 2.1]). Let pX,Xpqq, Cq be a triple where C acts on X and Xpqq P Nrqs. This triple
has cyclic sieving if and only if CrXs “ Xpωq in ReppC;Zq.
This motivates the following general definition, which is key to all results in this work.
Definition 2.7. Let G be a group and ρ1, . . . , ρk be representations of G over C which generate ReppGq as a
ring. Let X be a G-set and Xpq1, . . . , qkq P Zrq1, . . . , qks. Then the quadruple pX,Xpq1, . . . , qkq, pρ1, . . . , ρkq, Gq
has G-sieving if CrXs “ Xpρ1, . . . , ρkq in ReppGq.
Example 2.8. Let G “ C and ρ1 “ ω. Then the definition G-sieving above agrees with the usual definition of
cyclic sieving.
Example 2.9. Let G “ Cn ˆCm be a product of cyclic groups. Let ρ1 “ ωn b 1m, where ωn : Cn Ñ C
ˆ is an
embedding and 1m is the trivial representation of Cm, and similarly let ρ2 “ 1n b ωm. Then the definition of
G-sieving above agrees with the definition of bicyclic sieving given in [2].
Remark 2.10. Given any G-set X and generators ρ1, . . . , ρk of ReppGq, there is always at least one polynomial
Xpq1, . . . , qkq which exhibits G-sieving forX . This follows directly from the fact that ρ1, . . . , ρk generate ReppGq.
However, there is no guarantee that there is a canonical or interesting choice of such a polynomial, especially if
there are complicated relations between the generators.
Remark 2.11. Suppose we are given a set of points taCu P C
k indexed by conjugacy classes in a group G
where k P N. Let X be a finite G-set, and p P Crq1, . . . , qks such that ppaCq “ χCrXspCq for all conjugacy classes
C. Then pX, ppq1, . . . , qkq, pρ1, . . . , ρkq, Gq exhibits G-sieving if ρi P ReppGq corresponds to the class function on
G defined by C ÞÑ paCqi. If instead of ReppGq we take Cb ReppGq, then the virtual representations ρi always
exist.
We are typically interested in cases where the polynomial Xp¨q can be written in an interesting way, such as
product formulas based on q-analogues.
3. Dihedral Sieving
By the observations in the previous section, we can describe I2pnq-sieving in terms of a generating set of
ReppI2pnqq. We first need a description of the representation ring of the dihedral group. We start by briefly
recalling the irreducible representations of I2pnq. We adhere to the presentation
(3.1) I2pnq “ xr, s|r
n “ s2 “ e, rs “ sr´1y
The irreducible representations and the representation ring will depend on whether n is odd or even. For n
odd, there are two 1-dimensional irreducible representations, the trivial representation 1 and the determinant
representation, and tn{2u 2-dimensional irreducible representations: the representations zm which sends r to a
counterclockwise rotation matrix of 2πm{n radians and s to a reflection matrix where m P r1, n{2q X N. For n
even, there are four 1-dimensional irreducible representations: 1, det, χb which sends xr
2, sy to 1 and r to ´1,
and det ¨χb. There are pn{2´ 1q 2-dimensional irreducible representations, defined the same way as the n odd
case. Character values for all of our group actions of interest are included in Table 8.
We refer to [5] for the following. First, we have (for both n odd and even) the following relations among the
irreducible representations:
det2 “ 1
det ¨zk “ zk
zk`1 “ zkz1 ´ zk´1 if k ď
n´ 3
2
and where z0 “ 1` det
Thus, ReppI2pnqq is generated by det, z1 for n odd and by det, z1, χb for n even.
Remark 3.2. Using the equation zk`1 “ zkz1 ´ zk´1 to define zk for all k P Z, it can be checked that
z0 “ zn “ 1 ` det. Thus z1 by itself generates ReppI2pnqq when n is odd, and z1, χb generate it when n is
even. However, the expression of det in terms of z1 depends on n, so it is more useful to think of I2pnq as being
generated by z1 and det.
The examples of dihedral sieving we exhibit are all for odd n and make use of the generalized Fibonacci
polynomials and Fibonomial coefficients defined in [1]. We state some of their results here.
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Definition 3.3. [[1, Equation (2)]] The generalized Fibonacci polynomials are a sequence tnus,t of polynomials
in Nrs, ts defined inductively by
t0us,t “ 0
t1us,t “ 1
tn` 2us,t “ stn` 1us,t ` ttnus,t.
We also define
tnu!s,t “ tnus,ttn´ 1us,t ¨ ¨ ¨ t1us,t
and the Fibonomial coefficient to be "
n
k
*
s,t
“
tnu!s,t
tku!s,ttn´ ku!s,t
.
Proposition 3.4 ([1, Theorem 5.2]). The Fibonomial coefficient
 
n
k
(
s,t
is a polynomial in s and t with nonneg-
ative integer coefficients.
Proposition 3.5 ([1, Equation (7)]). Let X “ s`
?
s2`4t
2
and Y “ s´
?
s2`4t
2
. Then
tnus,t “ Y
n´1 rnsq|q“X{Y
and "
n
k
*
s,t
“ Y kpn´kq
„
n
k

q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
q“X{Y
.
The generalized Fibonacci polynomials have combinatorial interpretations related to tilings of rows of squares
with monominoes and dominoes, which can be found in Section 1 of [1]. The Fibonomial coefficients have a
similar interpretation related to tilings of a k ˆ pn´ kq rectangle containing a partition, which can be found in
[10].
In this work, most of our dihedral sieving polynomials will be given in terms of generalized Fibonacci poly-
nomials and Fibonomial coefficients. In all further sections, we will use the generators z1,´ det of ReppI2pnq
and say that a triple pX,P ps, tq, I2pnqq has dihedral sieving if the quadruple pX,P ps, tq, pz1,´ detq, I2pnqq does.
4. Dihedral action on k-subsets and k-multisubsets of t1, . . . , nu
We first recall some facts about cyclic sieving. For a rational representation ρ : GLnpCq Ñ GLnpV q, let
χρpx1, . . . , xN q be the trace on V of any diagonalizable element of GLNpCq having eigenvalues x1, . . . , xN .
Theorem 4.1 ([8, Lemma 2.4]). Let ρ : GLnpCq Ñ GLnpV q be a representation. Assume V has a basis tvxuxPX
which is permuted by Z{nZ in the following way:
cpvxq “ vcpxq for all c P Z{nZ, x P X
Then, let Xpqq be the principal specialization
Xpqq “ χρp1, q, . . . , q
N´1q
Then, pX,Xpqq, Cq exhibits the cyclic sieving phenomenon.
The above lemma can be used to prove cyclic sieving for Z{nZ ýX where X “
`rns
k
˘
. Specifically, we take
V “ V λ, the irreducible representation of GLnpCq with highest weight λ “ pkq $ k (the partition of k with one
part), and the specialization of the character value becomes the q-analogue of the Weyl character formula or
the hook-content formula
(4.2) χρp1, q, . . . , q
n´1q “ sλp1, q, . . . , qn´1q “ qbpλq
ź
cells x P λ
rn` cpxqsq
rhpxqsq
“
„
n` k ´ 1
k

q
where hpxq is the hook-length of λ at x (total number of cells weakly to the right of x or strictly below x), cpxq
is the hook content j ´ i when cell x is in row i and column j, and
bpλq “
ÿ
i
pi ´ 1qλi.
We prove a generalization of this theorem which will help prove dihedral sieving for k-subsets and k-multisubsets.
Given a highest-weight GLnpCq-representation V , consider its character specialization
χV pdiagpa
n´1, an´2b, . . . , abn´2, bn´1qq
as in Theorem 4.1 for some variables a, b. This is a symmetric polynomial in an´1, an´2b, . . . , abn´2, bn´1 and,
thus also in a, b. This means the character specialization can be expressed as a polynomial in a ` b, ab. If an
action I2pnq ýrns is faithful, then I2pnq may be considered as a subgroup of permutation matrices of GLnpCq.
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Proposition 4.3. Let n be odd, let X be a finite set with |X | “ n, and let V be a GLnpCq-representation.
Considering I2pnq as a subgroup of GLnpCq through a faithful action I2pnq ýX, assume that V has a basis
indexed by X which is permuted by I2pnq via gpvxq “ vgpxq for all g P I2pnq and x P X. Let p be the unique
polynomial in two variables such that
ppa` b,´abq “ χV pdiagpa
n´1, an´2b, . . . , abn´2, bn´1qq
noting that the right-hand side is a symmetric function in a and b. Then pX, p, I2pnqq exhibits dihedral sieving.
Proof. Let C be a conjugacy class in I2pnq and X “
s`?s2`4t
2
, Y “ s´
?
s2`4t
2
where s “ χz1pCq and t “
χ´ detpCq. It is straightforward to check that the eigenvalues of any element in C are Xn´1, Xn´2Y, . . . , Y n´1,
and that X ` Y “ χz1pCq and XY “ ´χ´detpCq. Thus
χV pCq “ χV pX
n´1, Xn´2Y, . . . , XY n´2, Y n´1q
“ ppX ` Y,´XY q
“ ppχz1pCq, χ´ detpCqq.
and V “ ppz1,´ detq in ReppI2pnqq. 
Proposition 4.4. Suppose V is an I2pnq-representation and X is a finite I2pnq-set indexing a basis tvx : x P Xu
of V which is permuted up to scalars, that is there is some one-dimensional representation ρ : G Ñ Cˆ such
that gpvxq “ ρpgq
kvgpxq for all g P I2pnq and x P X. Suppose further that V – p1pz1,´ detq and that p1 “ p2p
with ρ – p2pz1,´ detq. Then pX, p, I2pnqq exhibits dihedral sieving.
Proof. We have ρCrXs “ V “ p2pz1,´ detqppz1,´ detq in ReppI2pnqq. Since ρ is invertible in ReppI2pnqq and
ρ “ p2pz1,´ detq, we can cancel it from both sides to get CrXs “ ppz1,´ detq. 
Corollary 4.5. Let n,X, V and p be as in Proposition 4.3, and suppose pps, tq “ p´tkqups, tq and instead that
the basis of V is permuted up to scalars, that is gpvxq “ pdetpgqq
kvgpxq. Then pX,ups, tq, I2pnqq exhibits dihedral
sieving.
Proof. Proposition 4.3 shows that V “ ppz1,´ detq in ReppI2pnqq. Proposition 4.4 then implies that pX,u, I2pnqq
exhibits dihedral sieving since detk “ p´tqk|t“´ det. 
Remark 4.6. Instead of writing a symmetric polynomial in a and b as a polynomial in a ` b and ab, we
can equivalently make the substitution a “ s`
?
s2`4t
2
and b “ s´
?
s2`4t
2
, as in Proposition 3.5, which satisfies
a ` b “ s and ´ab “ t. In particular, we have tnus“a`b,t“´ab “ an´1 ` an´2b ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` abn´2 ` bn´1. Stating
Proposition 4.3 as we have done makes it clear that the resulting expression is always a polynomial.
Remark 4.7. When n is even, the eigenvalues of an element of I2pnq (again viewed as a subgroup of GLnpCq)
have a more complicated description. In particular, a reflection with two fixed points has n{2 ´ 1 eigenvalues
which are ´1 and n{2 ` 1 eigenvalues which are `1, so they cannot be put into a geometric sequence of the
form Xn´1, Xn´1Y, . . . , Xn´1 as done in the proof of Proposition 4.3. However, all reflections with no fixed
points and rotations still have eigenvalues which can be written in this form.
Proposition 4.8. Let n be odd and X “
´´
rns
k
¯¯
. Then the triple˜
X,
"
n` k ´ 1
k
*
s,t
, I2pnq
¸
exhibits dihedral sieving.
Proof. Let V “ SymkpCnq “ Vλ, the irreducible representation of GLnpCq of highest weight λ “ pkq $ k. Let
it be equipped with the usual basis of symmetric tensors indexed by k-multisubsets of rns. The action of I2pnq
on this basis and on k-multisubsets of rns are the same, so we can apply Proposition 4.3. 
The following lemma is useful for showing that dihedral sieving polynomials obtained from GLnpCq represen-
tations have certain product formulas, when the product formula is expressed as a rational function not known
to be a polynomial.
Lemma 4.9. Let k be a field and suppose f P kps, tq is a rational function such that fpa`b,´abq is a polynomial.
Then f is a polynomial.
Proof. It is clear that fpa` b,´abq is symmetric in a and b, and since it is a polynomial it is in the polynomial
subring kra` b,´abs. Hence f is a polynomial. 
The main example of the use of this lemma is to prove that the following analogue of the hook-content
formula is a polynomial.
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Proposition 4.10. Let pλ1, . . . , λnq “ λ $ k be a partition of k. Then
sλpa
n´1, an´2b, . . . , abn´2, bn´1q “
˜
p´tqbpλq
ź
xPλ
tn` cpxqus,t
thpxqus,t
¸
s“a`b,t“´ab
where x P λ runs over cells of λ, hpxq is the hooklength of x (total number of cells weakly to the right of x or
strictly below x), cpxq is the hook content j ´ i when cell x is in row i and column j, and
bpλq “
ÿ
i
pi ´ 1qλi.
Proof. We have, using the q-hook content formula stated in Equation 4.2,
sλpa
n´1, an´2b, . . . , abn´2, bn´1q “ bpdeg sλqpn´1qsλp1, a{b, pa{bq2, . . . , pa{bqn´1q
“ abpλqb´bpλq`|λ|pn´1q
ź
xPλ
rn` cpxqsq“a{b
rhpxqsq“a{b
“ abpλqb´bpλq`|λ|pn´1q
ź
xPλ
b´pn`cpxq´1qtn` cpxqus“a`b,t“´ab
b´phpxq´1qthpxqus“a`b,t“´ab
“ abpλqb´bpλq`|λ|pn´1q
ź
xPλ
b´n´cpxqqtn` cpxqus“a`b,t“´ab
b´hpxqthpxqus“a`b,t“´ab
“ abpλqb´bpλq`|λ|pn´1q`
ř
xPλ
hpxq´cpxq´nź
xPλ
tn` cpxqus“a`b,t“ab
thpxqus“a`b,t“´ab
.
where we use the fact that rnsq“a{b “ b1´ntnus“a`b,t“´ab via Proposition 3.5 to establish the third equality.
For the exponent, we have
´bpλq ` |λ|pn´ 1q `
ÿ
xPλ
hpxq ´ cpxq ´ n “ ´bpλq ´ |λ| `
ÿ
xPλ
hpxq ´
ÿ
xPλ
cpxq
“ ´bpλq ´ |λ| ` bpλ1q ` bpλq ` |λ| ´ bpλ1q ` bpλq
“ bpλq
following from the identities ÿ
xPλ
cpxq “ bpλ1q ´ bpλq
ÿ
xPλ
hpxq “ bpλ1q ` bpλq ` k
where λ1 is the conjugate of λ. Since pabqbpλq “ p´tqbpλq|t“ab, the result follows. 
The technique of applying Theorem 4.1 to prove cyclic sieving for k-subsets and k-multisubsets of rns imme-
diately generalizes with the above proposition.
Proposition 4.11. Let n be odd and let X “
`rns
k
˘
. Then the triple˜
X,
"
n
k
*
s,t
, I2pnq
¸
exhibits dihedral sieving.
Proof. Using Proposition 4.10 and Corollary 4.5, it suffices to show that there is a basis"
wA : A P
ˆ
rns
k
˙*
of ΛkCn which is permuted up to scalars by the action of I2pnq, that is xpwiq “ detpxq
pk
2
qwxpiq for all x P I2pnq.
We construct the basis as follows. First, group
`rns
k
˘
into orbits under the action by the cyclic group Cn.
For each orbit we will choose a distinguished representative such that if A is distinguished then rpAq is also
distinguished. Given a subset A “ ti1, . . . , iku with i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik, let vA “ ei1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ eik .
Since the reflection in I2pnq has order two, each orbit of
`rns
k
˘
under the I2pnq action is a union of either two
or one orbits of the Cn action. Suppose we have two Cn-orbits whose union is a single I2pnq-orbit. Then choose
an arbitrary element A of one orbit to be distinguished, and take B “ spAq to be the distinguished element of
the other orbit. Form the set
tvA, cpvAq, . . . , c
j´1pvAq, p´1qp
k
2qvB, p´1qp
k
2qcpvBq, . . . , p´1qp
k
2qcj´1pvBqu Ď ^kCn
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where the orbits each contain j subsets. These vectors are linearly independent and permuted up to scalars by
all elements of tr0, . . . , rn´1, su since this holds for vA and because of the relation sri “ r´is. These elements
also generate I2pnq, so in fact all elements of I2pnq permute these vectors up to the desired scalars.
In the case where we have a Cn-orbit which is also an I2pnq-orbit, for a given A in the orbit we have
spAq “ rjpAq for some j, so r´jpspAqq “ A. Now take the subset tvA, cpvAq, . . . , cn´1pvAqu. Then
r´jpspvAqq “ eik ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ei1 “ p´1q
pk
2
qpei1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ eikq “ p´1q
pk
2
qvA.
We have the relation pr´jsqri “ r´ipr´jsq analogous to the one above, so this set is also permuted up to scalars.
Taking the union of these subsets gives the desired basis of ΛkCn. 
Remark 4.12. Dihedral sieving for k-subsets and k-multisubsets of rns can be also proven using direct enu-
meration.
5. Dihedral Action on Non-Crossing Partitions of t1, . . . , nu
There is an action by I2pnq on the non-crossing partitions of rns and also on the non-crossing partitions
with a fixed number of parts. The character values for the corresponding representations of both actions were
studied by Ding in 2016 in [4]. We show, for odd n, these actions are both instances of dihedral sieving using
the natural ps, tq-analogue of the Catalan number as the generating polynomial.
Proposition 5.1. Let n be odd and X “ tnon-crossing partitions of rnsu. Then the triple˜
X,
1
tn` 1us,t
"
2n
n
*
s,t
, I2pnq
¸
exhibits dihedral sieving.
Proof. Again, let ξn be the primitive n-th root of unity e
2πi{n and let C be a conjugacy class of I2pnq.
First, we compute the character values of CrXs. We have that Cnpξ
ℓ
nq counts the fixed points of the action of
trℓ, rn´ℓu by cyclic sieving. Next, we have that
`
n
tn{2u
˘
, or Cnp´1q, is the number of fixed points of tr, sr, sr
2, . . .u
by Theorem 2.1.5 of [4].
Using the same notation as before, we consider the generalized Catalan number/sequence in Section 5 of [1]
Ctnus,t :“
1
tn`1us,t
 
n
k
(
s,t
where we use the specialization ps, tq “ pz1,´ detq. Then, we use the fact that
tn` 1us,t “ Y
nrn` 1sX{Y “
#
rn` 1sξℓn if C “ tr
ℓ, rn´ℓu
rn` 1sξ2 if C “ ts, sr, sr
2, . . .u
to get
Ctnupz1pCq,´detpCqq “
#
Cnpqq|q“ξℓn if C “ tr
ℓ, rn´ℓu
Cnpqq|q“ξ2 if C “ ts, sr, sr
2, . . .u
where Ctnu is well-known to be a polynomial in s, t with integral coefficients. The claim follows. 
Proposition 5.2. Let n be odd and X “ tnon-crossing partitions of rns with n´ k blocksu. Then the triple˜
X,
1
tnus,t
"
n
k
*
s,t
"
n
k ` 1
*
s,t
, I2pnq
¸
exhibits dihedral sieving.
Proof. First, we claim the character values of CrXs are Npn, k; ξℓnq for the conjugacy class tr
ℓ, rn´ℓu and
Npn, k;´1q for the conjugacy class ts, sr, sr2, . . .u, where Npn, kq “ |X | is the Narayana number and
(5.3) Npn, k; qq :“
1
rnsq
„
n
k

q
„
n
k ` 1

q
qkpk`1q
the q-analogue of the Narayana number. In fact, both of these are already known. The character values of
rotation conjugacy classes follow from Theorem 7.2 of [8]. For the case of reflections, the character values are
given by Npn, k;´1q by Theorem 3.2.7 of [4].
Now, consider the ps, tq-analogue of the Narayana number. This is a polynomial in s, t for the same reasons
Npn, k; qq is a polynomial in q:
1
tnus,t
"
n
k
*
s,t
"
n
k ` 1
*
s,t
“
1
tn´ kus,t
"
n
k ` 1
*
s,t
"
n´ 1
k
*
s,t
“
1
tk ` 1us,t
"
n
k
*
s,t
"
n´ 1
k
*
s,t
“
"
n´ 1
k
*
s,t
"
n` 1
k ` 1
*
s,t
´
"
n
k
*
s,t
"
n
k ` 1
*
s,t
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Next, the ps, tq-analogue of the Narayana number becomes, by Proposition 3.5,
1
tnus,t
"
n
k
*
s,t
"
n
k ` 1
*
s,t
“ Y p1´nq`kpn´kq`pk`1qpn´k´1qNpn, k;X{Y q
where the exponent of Y simplifies to 2kpn´ kq ´ 2k and if Y “ ξ´ℓn , then n|k gcdpn, ℓq ùñ n|ℓk so that the
power of Y goes to 1 when the q-binomial
“
n
k
‰
q“X{Y is non-zero. Thus, the claim follows. 
6. Dihedral Action on Triangulations of an n-gon
The dihedral action on the triangulations of a regular n-gon involves Garsia and Haiman’s pq, tq-Catalan
number. The proof is by direct enumeration.
Theorem 6.1. Let n be odd and let X be the set of triangulations of a regular n-gon. Then, the triple´
X, p´rqp
n´2
2
qpnps,´rq, I2pnq
¯
exhibits dihedral sieving, where pnps,´rq “ Cn´2pq, tq is the q, t-Catalan number of Garsia and Haiman written
using the basis s “ q ` t,´r “ qt, by virtue of it being a symmetric polynomial.
Proof. We verify this directly by computation. First, we consider the conjugacy class C of rotations. Letting
q “ ξℓn where ξn is a primitive n-th root of unity for ℓ P rns and t “ q
´1, we have z1pCq “ s “ q ` q´1 and
r “ qq´1 “ 1 “ detpCq so that the claim follows from the identity
rp
n´2
2
qpnps, rq “ q
pn´2
2
qCn´2pq, q´1q “ Cn´2pqq
where Cn´2pqq is MacMahon’s q-Catalan number and where we use the fact that qp
n´2
2
q “ 1 when n is a multiple
of 3 which is the only instance where Cn´2pqq is non-zero since a triangulated polygon with an odd number of
sides is invariant under a rotation only if the triangle containing its incenter is.
For the conjugacy class C of reflections, letting q “ ´1 and t “ 1, we have z1pCq “ s “ q ` t “ 0 and
r “ ´1 “ detpCq so that
rp
n´2
2
qpnps, rq “ p´1q
pn´2
2
qCn´2p´1, 1q
Let C˜npqq be the Carlitz-Riordan q-Catalan number. It is well known that C˜n´2p´1q “ Cn´2p´1, 1q and that
C˜n`1p´1q “
nÿ
k“0
p´1qkC˜kp´1qC˜n´kp´1q
with C˜0p´1q “ 1. First, we claim C˜np´1q “ 0 for n ą 0 even. This is true by induction and evaluating the
above formula. Thus, we have for k P N,
C˜2k´1p´1q “ ´
2k´2ÿ
i“1,2∤i
C˜ip´1qC˜2k´2´ip´1q
It suffices to show p´1qp
2k´1
2
qC˜2k´1p´1q “ Ck´1, the ordinary pk ´ 1q-th Catalan number. Noting the indices i
and 2k ´ 2´ i are both odd in each summand above, it is not hard to see thatˆ
i
2
˙
`
ˆ
2k ´ 2´ i
2
˙
` 1 ”
ˆ
2k ´ 1
2
˙
pmod 2q
meaning, by induction, that the sum from before can be reparametrized as
p´1qp
2k´1
2
qC˜2k´1p´1q “
k´2ÿ
i“0
CiCk´2´i “ Ck´1

Generalizing the ordinary Catalan numbers, the little Schro¨der numbers sn´2 count the number of ways to
dissect a convex n-gon with any number of noncrossing diagonals. It has a decomposition into a sum of Kirkman
numbers
1
n` k
ˆ
n` k
k ` 1
˙ˆ
n´ 3
k
˙
each of which counts the number of ways to dissect a convex n-gon using k noncrossing diagonals. The q-
analogue of the Kirkman number gives rise to a cyclic sieving phenomenon on the set of such dissections, as
seen in Example 1.5 (6). The little Schro¨der numbers and the Kirkman numbers have bivariate analogues,
discussed in Chapter 4 of [11], which specialize to Garsia and Haiman’s pq, tq-Catalan number.
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Let Sn,dpq, tq be the q, t-Schro¨der number defined on pp. 60 of [11]. Let S˜n,dpq, tq be the “little” q, t-Schro¨der
number defined recursively by
S˜n,0pq, tq “ Sn,0pq, tq
Sn,dpq, tq “ S˜n,dpq, tq ` S˜n,d´1pq, tq
for 0 ď d ď n according to pp. 61 of [11]. By Corollary 4.8.1 of [11], we can write
Sn,dpq, 1{qq “
qp
d
2q´pn2q
rn´ d` 1sq
ˆ
2n´ d
n´ d, n´ d, d
˙
q
where Sn,dpq, 1{qq is symmetric in q and 1{q and, thus, so is S˜n,dpq, 1{qq. However, it is not known if Sn,dpq, tq “
Sn,dpt, qq in general. It is also true that S˜n,0pq, tq “ Cnpq, tq. This suggests a dihedral sieving phenomenon can
arise using this polynomial. Using the above formula, we can evaluate S˜n,dpq, 1{qq at specific points and compare
them to the q-Kirkman numbers. Computational evidence seems to suggest the following is true.
Conjecture 6.2. The little q, t-Schro¨der number is symmetric in q and t. Furthermore, letting n be odd and
letting X be the set of dissections of a regular pn` 2q-gon using k noncrossing diagonals, the triple
´
X, p´rqfpn,kqpnps,´rq, I2pnq
¯
exhibits dihedral sieving, where pnps, rq “ S˜n,n´1´kpq, tq is the little q, t-Schro¨der number written using the basis
s “ q ` t,´r “ qt and fpn, kq is a function of n and k.
7. Further Questions
7.1. The case of even n. Each of our proofs of instances of I2pnq-sieving specifically relied on n being odd. In
the case of n even, empirical evidence seems to suggest any possible instances of dihedral sieving for k-subsets,
k-multisubsets, or noncrossing partitions will not be given by taking an obvious ps, tq-analogue polynomial when
specializing to generators of the representation ring of I2pnq. This is especially true since the representation
ring is different for n odd and even. Nonetheless, the character values for each of these group actions can be
shown, in a similar manner to the odd case, to be Z-linear combinations of q-analogues (q-binomials for the
k-subsets and k-multisubsets actions and q-Catalan numbers for the noncrossing partitions action) evaluated at
certain values, as shown in Table 8.
We expect that exhibiting dihedral sieving for even n is possible but more difficult, especially for k-subsets
and k-multisubsets using product formulas, and offer some evidence as to why. Consider the identity
SymkpX ‘ Y q –
kà
i“0
SymipXq b Symk´ipY q.
Noting that ReppSOp2qq – Zrq, q´1s and Symkpqmq “ qkm, an inductive argument shows that Symkp1 ` q `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn´1q “
“
n`k´1
k
‰
q
in ReppSOp2qq. The identity suggests that we should consider ReppOp2qq to study
dihedral sieving, but this approach fails since the representation ring of Op2q behaves more similarly to the
case when n is odd. In particular, all reflections in Op2q are conjugate and the only one-dimensional irreducible
representations of Op2q are the trivial and determinant representations. Moreover, Fibonomial coefficients do
not seem to describe symmetric powers of Op2q representations in the same way as q-analogues do for SOp2q
representations, although there may be some alternative generalization of q-binomial coefficients which do.
Interestingly, the same discrepancy between even and odd n occurs when we consider real representation rings
of cyclic groups, i.e. the proper subring of ReppCnq generated by all representations of the form C b V where
V is a representation of Cn over R. The real irreducible representations of Cn are all restrictions of irreducible
representations of I2pnq, and in particular there is an additional one-dimensional irreducible real representation
when n is even, while for n odd and SOp2q the only one-dimensional irreducible real representation is the
trivial one. Thus it may useful to exhibit cases of cyclic sieving using generators of the real representation ring
(regarded as a proper subring of the complex representation ring) before attempting dihedral sieving for even n.
Note that since the irreducible real representations of Cn are restrictions of I2pnq irreducibles, dihedral sieving
for even n would directly exhibit cases of cyclic sieving using generators of the real representation ring.
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8. Appendix
n odd e rℓ, rn´ℓ sr, sr2, sr3, . . .
1 1 1 1
det 1 1 ´1
χm 2 2 cos
`
2πmℓ
n
˘
0
χk-subsets
`
n
k
˘ “
n
k
‰
q“ξℓn
“
n
k
‰
q“ξ2
χNCpnq Cn Cnpqq|q“ξℓn Cnpqq|q“ξ2
χtriangulations Cn´2 Cn´2pqq|q“ξℓn
2
n´1Cn´3pqq|q“ξ2
χNCpn,kq Npn, kq Npn, k; ξℓnq Npn, k; ξ2q
χk-multisubsets
`
n`k´1
k
˘ “
n`k´1
k
‰
q“ξℓn
“
n`k´1
k
‰
q“ξ2
n even e rℓ, rn´ℓ sr, sr3, sr5, . . . s, sr2, sr4, . . .
1 1 1 1 1
det 1 1 ´1 ´1
χb :“
#
xr2, sy ÞÑ 1
r ÞÑ ´1
1 p´1qℓ ´1 1
χb ¨ det 1 p´1q
ℓ 1 ´1
χm 2 2 cos
`
2πmℓ
n
˘
0 0
χk-subsets
`
n
k
˘ “
n
k
‰
q“ξℓn
“
n
k
‰
q“ξ2
“
n
k
‰
q“ξ2 ` 2
“
n´2
k´1
‰
q“ξ2 `
“
n´2
k´2
‰
q“ξ2
χNCpnq Cn Cnpqq|q“ξℓn Cnpqq|q“ξ2 Cnpqq|q“ξ2
χtriangulations Cn´2 Cn´2pqq|q“ξℓn 0
4
n
Cn´2pqq|q“ξ2
χNCpn,kq Npn, kq Npn, k, ξℓnq Npn, k, ξ2q Npn, k, ξ2q
χk-multisubsets
`
n`k´1
k
˘ “
n`k´1
k
‰
q“ξℓn
“
n`k´1
k
‰
q“ξ2
“
n`k´2
k
‰
q“ξ2 ` 2
“
n`k´3
k´1
‰
q“ξ2 `
“
n´3`k
k´2
‰
q“ξ2
Table 1. Character values for various I2pnq actions.
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